
Folding Stick Selfie Stick/Tripod PU202 black Ref: 5905316148635
Folding Stick Selfie Stick/Tripod PU202 black

Collapsible Selfie Stick/Tripod Puluz for sports cameras PU202 black
Looking for  a proven and durable selfie  stick? The PULUZ gadget will  be perfect  for  you!  Made of  the highest  quality  materials,  it  will
serve you for a very long time, providing unique comfort of use. What's more, you can adjust its length, so you can tailor its operation to
your needs. See what you will gain with PULUZ! 
 
Thoughtful design
The PULUZ selfie stick is made of high-quality ABS, guaranteeing not only an aesthetically pleasing appearance, but also strength and
stability, which are crucial when taking photos or videos. Thanks to the three-piece design, you have the ability to adjust the length from
20 cm to as much as 63 cm, allowing you to adjust the device to suit a variety of needs. Mounting the pole is quick and convenient, and
you can also turn it into a tripod, increasing its functionality. It also comes with a lanyard for a more comfortable and secure grip. See
what PULUZ can offer you! 
 
A companion for every journey 
The PULUZ foldable selfie  stick  is  the perfect  companion for  any trip.  Due to its  portable design,  you can easily  fit  it  in  your  purse or
pocket,  so  it  will  always be at  hand when you want  to  capture unforgettable  moments.  But  that's  not  all!  This  multifunctional  gadget
offers three functions in one: not only will it work well for recording dynamic sports footage from a fixed angle, but also as a universal
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mount  for  taking  photos  and  videos  with  a  sports  camera,  compact  camera  or  smartphone.  You  can  also  use  it  as  a  tripod,  ensuring
stability during shots. With us, every trip will become a real adventure full of perfect shots!
 
Included
Foldable selfie stick
Tripod legs 
Lanyard
	Producer
	PULUZ
	Model 
	PU202
	Material 
	ABS
	Lengths
	20 cm, 58 cm, 63 cm

Preço:

Antes: € 11.5005

Agora: € 9.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, Selfiesticks, Tripods
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